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Making Our Bathrooms Your Business

Roper Rhodes combine inspirational but
affordable products, excellent service and
stock availability to give you, the developer,
a distinct advantage by significantly adding
to the perceived value of your property.
Our highly dedicated and professional
specialist contract division will guide you
every step of the way to service the specific
needs from start to finish. So whether your
next development is a high end apartment
complex or a retirement village, you can
depend on Roper Rhodes to deliver the
quality and consistency you expect.
Browse through this brochure to get a taste
of our great range of contemporary and
classic bathroom products and the fantastic
service we offer.

Scheme 800mm wall mounted unit in gloss light grey
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About Us
Years of experience and an exemplary service are the markers of our Contracts team

The Roper Rhodes Group, incorporating the
Roper Rhodes, Tavistock and R2 brands,
is the UK’s leading independent supplier of
bathroom furniture, toilet seats, bath panels
and bathroom fittings. We have an annual
turnover in excess of £60m and our UK
warehouses hold over £10m of stock.
Founded in 1979, we are market leaders
with a vast amount of experience within the
bathroom industry. Our in-house design
team are continually developing products
for an ever-changing market. We have
been serving the contract and specification
market for over 20 years to a core client
base including national merchant groups,
national and regional house builders, local
authorities, housing associations and

roperrhodes.co.uk
tavistock-bathrooms.co.uk
r2bathrooms.co.uk

plumbing contractors. We have very
robust policies which seek to minimise
our environmental impact.
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Our Brands

The Roper Rhodes Bathroom Book

Roper Rhodes Fitted Furniture

Tavistock Bathrooms

Roper Rhodes is one of the very best at building beautiful
bathrooms. Functional, stylish and seamlessly put together,
our range is the home of sheer bathroom bliss.

Stylish and versatile our fitted furniture collection can
really help create a unified look, as well as capitalise on
the available space in bathrooms of all styles and size.

From cutting edge contemporary to inherently classic,
you’ll find it at Roper Rhodes, in designs which reflect
popular style without jumping on any bandwagons.
What’s more, we make sure we incorporate the best
technological advances so our customers get the best
out of life.

Fresh, contemporary finishes, coordinating worktops
and thoughtful finishing touches abound.

Tavistock has been supplying bathroom products for many
years via a network of retailers across the UK and Republic
of Ireland. We pride ourselves in offering you the very best in
quality, service and reliability.
Tavistock’s comprehensive range includes showers, taps,
sanitaryware, furniture, clockroom solutions, mirrors,
cabinets, bath panels and toilet seats. The range has been
thoughtfully put together by our in-house design team,
working hard to develop products which suit your needs and
exceed your expectations.
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“

Roper Rhodes have been supplying
our sites for the past number of
years for our bathroom furniture
requirements with a mixture of basin
cabinets, mirrors, and accessories.
We have a fantastic working
relationship with Roper Rhodes and
feel they excel both on product and
customer service. We have been
able to work closely with the Roper
Rhodes Design team to ensure
the product offering suits our
requirements.

Fitted Furniture Collection

JANUARY 2020

Tavistock Fitted Furniture

R2

Tavistock fitted furniture is easy for you to design and
plan your new bathroom. From classic styling to sleek
modern lines, our collection of fitted bathroom furniture has
something to suit every taste. Infinitely versatile, each of our
ranges can be customised by finish, size and hardware style
to suit your individual taste and practical requirements.

For us, R2 is all about fashionable, feature driven products
which provide great value for our customers.
Since its launch in 2011, the range has grown to incorporate
several key sanitaryware ranges, modular contemporary and
fitted furniture, as well as a host of taps, cabinets, mirrors
and heated towel rails.

Lauren Davies
Group Buyer, Redrow Homes
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What Sets Us Apart?
We do things a little differently here
While our designs draw influences from
around the world, there is always something
distinctly British about a Roper Rhodes
bathroom. Perhaps it’s because our design
studios are based in the historic city of Bath
or maybe it’s because we understand the
British obsession with the home.
Our expert in-house product design and
marketing team means we have complete
control over the design, development and
marketing of our products. Thousands
of original ideas combined with 40 years’
experience results in a huge range of
bathroom products which are beautifully
conceived, exceptionally finished and will
stand the test of time.
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Working With Us
It’s as easy as 1-2-3
Our specialist contract division is led by a highly dedicated, professional and personable sales team to
service the specific needs of the contract and specification market from start to finish. So whether your
next development is a high end apartment complex or a retirement village, you can depend on Roper
Rhodes to deliver the quality and consistency you expect.
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“

With such outstanding products
and service, we look forward
to using Roper Rhodes products
on future developements
for years to come
Group Buyer
ME Developments

SUPPLY YOUR
PLANS

CAD DESIGN &
VISUALISATION

Our straightforward, guided
three-step process starts with
you. Simply upload your project
blueprints to our website and one
of our specialised contracts team
will be in touch to discuss your
design. We will study and review
your plans, identify any specific
requirements and offer our
professional recommendations.

Let us help you to visualise your
blueprints and see your design
take shape through mood boards,
elevations, and CAD. This equips
you with an invaluable source file
that can be shared with installers
and plumbers to help your project
progress with ease.

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
& DELIVERY
Our experienced team will assist
you with project management to
oversee installment and ensure
your design is completed to the
highest standards. We provide an
unparalleled aftercare service to
support you at every step of the
development.

Open the camera on
your smartphone and
position over the QR
code to link to our video
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Specialist Contract Division
Area & Contact Details

Kate Leonard

Northern England, Scotland & North Wales
katel@roperrhodes.co.uk
07894 386433

Gary Redgwell

South West
garyred@roperrhodes.co.uk
07801 678867

Charles El Helou

South East England & Channel Islands
charlesh@roperrhodes.co.uk
07977 429822

Ian Richardson

Affordable Housing
ianr@roperrhodes.co.uk
07764 357525
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Contemporary Furniture
Contemporary bathroom furniture can really help to set the
scene in your property development, providing practical yet
sleek and stylish storage. A small sample of our fantastic
range is shown here.
•

Choose from a variety of smart freestanding or wall
mounted washstations with generous storage

•

Added benefit of deep soft close drawers and soft
close doors with sleek chrome handle detailing

•

1

On-trend finishes

Add to the practicality of your furniture
units with a set of storage boxes with
lids to keep all your bathroom bits and
bobs together.

For the perfect finishing touch, light
up your Cadence unit with an elegant
lighting kit. The kit lights up the drawer
to help you find what you need.
Easy to use and operated by simply
touching the side of the unit, this
sensor is discreetly hidden from sight.

2

4

5

1. Cadence 1200mm wall mounted unit with isocast basin
(shown in gloss light grey)
2. Compass 450mm cloakroom unit with ceramic basin
(shown in gloss clay)
3. Frame 1200mm wall mounted unit with isocast basin
(shown in gloss white)
4. System 1200mm wall mounted unit with isocast basin
(shown in matt light clay)
5. Scheme 1000mm wall mounted unit with ceramic basin
(shown in derwent blue)
6. Contour 1000mm freestanding left hand unit with isocast basin
(shown in anthracite)
3

6
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Classic Furniture
Timeless, hand built and finished cabinetry all really add to the
look and feel of your development. Opt for a subtle paint shade
such as cobblestone, cotton white, chalk white or mocha.
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•

Choose from a variety of classically designed freestanding
basin units with coordinating storage and mirror options

•

Hand painted finishes - perfect for creating a bathroom for
today’s period home

2
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1. Hampton 600mm underslung unit with ceramic basin, Strata worktop
& upstand (shown in mocha)
2. Hampton 800mm underslung unit with ceramic basin, Strata worktop
& upstand (shown in agave)
3. Vitoria 600mm freestanding unit & underslung basin
(shown in matt dark grey)
4. Halcyon 600mm freestanding unit with ceramic basin
(shown in stone grey)
5. Lansdown 600mm underslung unit, ceramic basin & worktop with upstand
(shown in matt dark grey)
6. Vitoria washstand & basin
3

5
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Fitted Furniture
When it comes to the UK bathroom, space is often at
a premium. This is where fitted furniture really comes into
its own, allowing the bathroom designer to maximise every
inch of available space. Our extensive range of fitted units,
modestly sized cloakroom units and cabinets enables you
to create a stylish, flexible, versatile space for your clients.

Fitted Worktop Options
The Roper Rhodes range of fitted laminate or solid surface
worktops allow you to add the perfect finishing touch to your
bathroom design.
Worktops are available in a range of standard sizes
and a whole host of exciting colours and materials to
complement our extensive range of door and unit colours.
Our fitted furniture has the option of Isocast basins with
integrated worktop. Available in 1000,1200 & 1500mm
lengths they provide a seamless, contemporary finish.

Strata Worktops
Strata solid surface worktops are an ideal solution for
those wishing for the aspirational look and feel of solid
surface worktops.
The stone-like beauty of Strata solid surface worktops is
extremely durable. Completely solid, they can be cut to
whatever size your bathroom demands.
1

2
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1. Burford with strata solid surface worktop
(shown in coniston blue)
2. Calm with slim depth integrated basin & worktop
(shown in kona)
3. Burford with motif basin and integrated worktop
(shown in derwent blue)
4. Stow with 1500mm isocast basin
(shown in midnight grey)
5. Muse with 1500mm isocast basin & integrated worktop
(shown in stone grey)
3
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Cloakroom & Ensuites
Think outside the box with our clever range of cloakroom and ensuite furniture,
complemented by a range of neat basins and short projection WCs. Turn the
smallest room into an aspirational living space.

1

•

Wide variety of shapes and sizes in basins and furniture ideal for
cloakrooms or ensuites where space may be at a premium

•

Wall mounted and freestanding options available

•

Compact cabinets with narrow profiles still allow for plenty of storage

•

Some basins are offset, maximising available hand wash area

2

3
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1. System cloakroom unit with ceramic basin
(shown in gloss light grey)
2. Kobe wall mounted cloakroom with ceramic
basin (shown in storm grey)
3. Alto cloakroom unit with ceramic basin
(shown in dusky pink)
4. Esta wall mounted cloakroom unit with ceramic
basin (shown in umbra)
5. Cadence cloakroom unit with ceramic basin
(shown in oxford blue)
6. Contour cloakroom unit with ceramic basin
(shown in stone grey)

4

7

7. Halcyon cloakroom unit with ceramic basin
(shown in midnight grey)
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Sanitaryware
Choose from our stylish collection of sanitaryware, which
includes basins and WCs in a number of different sizes and
configurations.
•

Easy to install top-fix WC seats, with soft close hinges
as standard. May include quick release features too

•

Pedestal mounted or wall hung basins available in
selected styles

•

Semi-recessed basin and back to wall WC options to
complement fitted furniture

•

Many of our WCs feature Easi-clean, rimless design

Blow the lid on germs with
our rimless WC technology.
The rimless design makes
it exceptionally hygienic and
easy to clean. A simple wipe of
the rim means there is nowhere
germs can hide.

RIMLESS

1

RIMLESS

2

RIMLESS

4

5

RIMLESS

RIMLESS
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1. Aerial comfort height fully enclosed closed coupled
WC with soft close seat
2. Archetype comfort height back to wall WC, slim depth basin
& soft close seat
3. Vitoria washstand & basin with low level WC
4. Structure basin with pedestal and close coupled WC
5. Serenity semi-countertop basin and back to wall WC
6. Radar basin with pedestal and closed coupled WC
7. Orbit basin with pedestal and fully enclosed close coupled WC
3

6
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Cisterns, Frames & Flushing options

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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1. Torrent concealed cistern - bottom inlet, for fitted applications
2. Cascade concealed cistern - side inlet, for furniture applications
3. Comfort height cistern - for use with comfort height back to wall
WC in furniture applications
4. In-wall cistern - ideal for tiled in applications
5. 1.17m wall hung WC frame - use for in-wall applications
6. 1.0m wall hung WC frame - use for boxed in applications
7. 0.82m wall hung WC frame - can be used with 600mm and wider
furniture WC units
8. 0.4m WC/bidet frame - use in narrow back to wall units including
500mm wide in conjunction with a concealed cistern

9

Contactless Dual Flush Sensor

Providing a touchless flush, with just a wave of a hand. The sensor
is compatible with pneumatic concealed cisterns from Roper Rhodes,
and is best used within furniture applications.
A short wave of the hand in front of the sensor activates the
reduced flush, holding your hand up slightly longer triggers a full
flush. Powered by 4 AA batteries which will last around a year under
normal domestic conditions.
The sensor can be mounted behind a back to wall WC unit fascia,
or under a worktop or tiled wall near the cistern. A choice of discreet
black or white decals are included to indicate sensor location if
desired.
10

Touch Sensor Dual Flush Plate

Go for the ultra-contemporary option with our sleek, black glassfronted touch sensor dual flush plate. The lightest touch on the plate
initiates the flush, and the plate lights up to indicate activation.
Use on Roper Rhodes wall hung WC frames or the in-wall concealed
cistern. 4 AA batteries will last around a year under normal domestic
conditions. The plate allows easy access to change the batteries
when required and has a manual override.
(Not recommended for slim depth furniture)
11

10

9

Flush Plates and Buttons

A range of flush plates are available to complement our wall hung
frames and in-wall cistern. A choice of flush buttons are available
to upgrade the round chrome flush button supplied with concealed
cisterns.
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ANTI

FINGERPRINT

Plaza chrome

Plaza black

Plaza stainless steel

Ellipse chrome

Square chrome

Rondo chrome

Rondo black

Traditional chrome

Round matt black

Oval chrome
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Features

Cabinets & Mirrors
LED
lighting

Beautifully manufactured mirrors and cabinets in a wide range of shapes and sizes enable you to keep your
bathroom light, bright and clutter free.
•

Some illuminated mirrors feature ambient lighting, creating both task and mood lighting, others utilise the
latest LED technology to stunning effect

•

Most products feature heated demister pads to make steamy bathroom mirrors a thing of the past

•

Safe and easy to use; simple touch sensors, intuitive slider controls and no touch infrared switches are
all available

•

Some mirrors feature integrated stereo speakers and incorporate

•

Cabinets come in a wide range of sizes and finishes, including slim depth or recessible versions to suit
any bathroom

Warm to
cool LEDs

RR FICON CONT IR

•

®

Infrared
switch

wireless technology

Touch
control
MORNING

D AY T I M E

SUNDOWN

EVENING

awakening & energising

crisp & bright

calm & relaxing

intimate & gentle

Many cabinets include features such as an internal recharging socket or magnetic storage

Heated
demister
RR FICON DEMIST

6000K

4000K

DAYLIGHT WHITE

NATURAL WHITE

2700K
WARM WHITE

Bluetooth®
wireless
technology

Recharging
socket
White frame finish
USB charging
socket

Recessed
or recessible

Slim depth

Soft close
doors
1

2

3
RR FICON DES LANDPORT

Landscape
& portrait
RR FICON CONT IR

RR FICON DEMIST

RR FICON DES LANDPORT

RR FICON DEMIST

RR FICON DES LANDPORT

RR FICON CONT IR

RR FICON DEMIST

5

RR FICON CONT IR

RR FICON DEMIST

RR FICON DES LANDPORT
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RR FICON CONT IR

RR FICON DEMIST

1. Frame circular 800mm mirror (also available in dark grey finish)
2. Forte mirror with

®

wireless technology

3. Eminence pill mirror
4. Purpose 650mm recessed cabinet
5. Ultra slim mirror - can be tiled in for flush fitting finish
6. Slide single door cabinet - intuitive slider touch for dimmable lighting
4

6

7. Aster 490mm oval mirror
®
The
word mark and logos are registered trademarks
owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.and any use of such marks by
Roper Rhodes Limited is under license.

RR FICON DEMIST

RR FICON DEMIST
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Showers & Accessories
When it comes to showers, exposed or concealed, single or multifunction valves, our selection is sure to impress.

1

•

Safe showering with a constant temperature maintained within +/- 10c

•

Auto shut off function to prevent scalding should the cold water supply fails

•

Highly resistant to limescale build up for areas with hard water

•

Wide range of valve styles and functions including exposed and concealed versions

•

We offer a 10 year guarantee which includes the thermostatic valve

2

3

5

1. Event-Click round shower system in chrome/white
2. Factor concealed dual function shower system
3. Cheltenham exposed dual funtion shower valve
with shower head & handset
4. Craft shower head with thermostatic dual function
valve and handset outlet
5. Quantum cool touch thermostatic dual function bar
valve with shower head & handset
6. Idol shower shelf with rail
4

6
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Taps
Roper Rhodes taps are not only beautiful to the eye but
superbly engineered for durability.
•

We use the latest highly reliable ceramic cartridge and
ceramic disc valve technology

•

10 year guarantee including cartridge

3

1

2

4

6

8

1. Keswick basin mixer with click waste
2. Craft slim basin mixer with click waste
3. Crew basin mixer with click waste
4. Hydra basin mixer with click waste in brass
5. Elate basin mixer with click waste in black
6. Cranbourne basin taps (pair)
7. Avid basin mixer with click waste in black
5

7

8. Node slim basin mixer with click waste
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Toilet Seats & Bath Panels
We pride ourselves on being the UK’s leading supplier of toilet seats. We have a wide range of models to suit many different
shapes and sizes of WC, available with a host of features to meet any budget. Features within the range include:
•

technology

•

Highly durable thermoset plastic for strength and longevity

•

‘Top fix’ hinges for quick and easy installation

•

Quick release hinges, allowing easy access for cleaning

•

Soft close hinges to ensure controlled, quiet closure

•

No corrode hinges, manufactured from high quality chrome plating or stainless steel

•

Built-in anti-bacterial protection against bacteria, fungi and microbes

•

Class leading guarantees

technology

Our range of contemporary bath panels complement the style of your bathrooms.
•

Available in a variety of finishes including high gloss white and real wood veneer on
water resistant MDF isocore or hand painted for a more traditional look

Quick release hinges allowing easy access for cleaning

Soft close for quiet closure

1

2

100%

WATERPROOF

4

1. Hampton bath panel in mocha
2. Signatures bath panel in white

3

Milton & Meridian Isocore Panels
Isocore is a revolutionary 100%
waterproof material which will not
degrade with exposure to moisture.

3. Meridian isocore bath panel in white
4. Milton isocore bath panel in white
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Ethics And Environmental Policy
Taking responsibility for people and the environment
More than 40 years on, the Roper Rhodes Group remains a family operated business with a strong
commitment to our staff and our local community. We contribute 3% of pre-tax profits each year to locally
based charities and support local community organisations. We will not trade with any suppliers who do not
treat their employees in a reasonable manner and pay acceptable wages. We want to create a business we
can be truly proud of and strive to make sure people are given the opportunity develop themselves further
both in and outside work. The happiness of the people who work for Roper Rhodes is important to us and
our staff are shareholders in the company.
Our environmental policy ensures that we seek to minimize our environmental impact as far as possible.
We do not use timber from rain forests, and endeavor to obtain materials from farmed renewable sources.
Where possible we use timbers from FSC (Forestry Stewardship Council) accredited suppliers. We recycle
most of the waste we create in our Bath premises and comply with EC regulations on Packaging Waste.
We comply with and support the Modern Slavery Act 2015.
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Roper Rhodes Quality and Service Guarantee
As one of the UK’s largest suppliers of Bathroom furniture and accessories, we set very high
standards in design, manufacture and service. We also invest heavily in product improvement
and innovation to ensure complete customer satisfaction.

Roper Rhodes Limited
Brassmill Lane Trading Estate
Bath
BA1 3JF
Customer Services
01225 303 900
sales@roperrhodes.co.uk
www.roperrhodes.co.uk
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